
MKTG3118 CHAPTER 15: Setting Priorities for Businesses and Brands: Exit, Milk or Consolidate? 

 

All businesses should view their units as a portfolio. It is crucial that businesses identity those that 

require investment (to exploit new opportunities), and those that are not a priority. It is also important 

that businesses know when to eliminate or merge units to maximise efficiency and brand image.  

 

Business portfolio: market share as business strength; growth dimension as market attractiveness. 

Growth-share matrix: 

Stars: deserving of investment. 

Cash cows: the source of funds. 

Dogs: potential cash traps = liquidation? 

Problem children: heavy cash needs. 

 

Note: some business units can generate funds to 

support other business units (interdependence). 

 

 

Market attractiveness-business position matrix: 

1: A business that is favourable on 

both dimensions should be a 

candidate to ‘growth’ using the 

strategies discussed in Ch. 11-14. 

 

2: Requires a more detailed study. 

 

3: When both market attractiveness 

and business position are 

unfavourable, the harvest or divest 

options should be considered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Divestment or liquidation: there are four primary motivations for a divestment decision: 

1. Unattractive current and/or forecasted profit. 

2. Slower-than-expected market demand and growth. 

3. Underestimation of competitive intensity. 

4. Change in the strategic direction of the business. 

 

When should an exit strategy be considered? 

Business position: 

 Weak business position: inadequate assets and competencies; irrelevant value proposition. 

 Business profitability and market share is declining quickly. 

Market attractiveness: 

 Demand within the category is declining at an accelerating rate (resurgence is unlikely). 

 Price pressures are extreme: determined competitors; lack of brand loyalty. 

Strategic fit: 

 Strategic direction of the business has changed. The role of the unit is now unclear. 

 The effective deployment of financial and management resources is not being maximised.  

 

The opportunity cost of overinvesting in a business unit, or hanging onto a business venture for too 

long, can be significant. When a unit is not contributing to the profit and/or growth of the business, it 

exhausts resources that could be allocated to more successful and opportunistic areas. Note: the timing 

of divestment decisions is also important. If a unit is divested too late, it will not only drain resources 

unnecessarily, but also be sold at a lower price which, in turn, will mean larger loses for the business.  

 

The advantages of a divestment decision include: 

 Liberate management talent. 

 Help reposition the business. 

 Add vitality to operations. 

 Reduce unnecessary resource drain. 

 Refocus the divested unit.  

 

Exit barriers: must be considered in a divestment decision. These barriers include: 

 Damage to the reputation of the business. 

 Adverse impact on the operation of other units. 

 Existing commitments to stakeholders. 

 Termination costs (e.g. contracts with suppliers). 



Biases inhibiting the exit decision:  

 Reluctance to ‘give up’. There may be an emotional attachment to the unit.  

 Confirmation bias: information that confirms the unit can be saved is more valued. 

 Escalation of commitment: consideration of prior commitments (sunk costs) in decision.  

 

Injecting objectivity into divestment decisions: to deal with these biases, the decision needs to be more 

objective in terms of both process and people (decision-makers). The process should be transparent, 

persuasive, professional (discouraging emotion) and centred on key issues. The people involved in the 

decision should also have minimal involvement in the business unit (i.e. an outside party). 

 

Milk strategy: aims to improve cash flow by minimising investment and operating expenses, even if it 

causes a reduction in sales and market share. This strategy works off assumptions that: the business 

can allocate the funds more effectively; the involved unit is not crucial to the business in a financial or 

synergistic sense; and that sales will stabilise (decline orderly). It is aimed at creating cash cows.  

 

Support for a milking strategy includes: 

 Weak business position, but enough customer loyalty to generate sales in a milking mode. 

 Unit is not central to the current strategic direction of the business, but has relevance. 

 Demand is stable and, if declining, is not doing so at an excessively steep rate. 

 Price structure in the market is stable and at a level that is profitable for efficient businesses. 

 

Note: advantage of milking is that it can be reversed if the forecasts were incorrect (unlike divesting). 

 

Implementation problems:  

 Funds may be allocated to lacklustre investment opportunities (within milked unit). 

 Placing and motivating a manager in the context of a milking strategy.  

 Market risks associated with distrust and quality perceptions. 

 

Hold strategy: a variant of the milking strategy. Growth-motivated investment is avoided, but an 

adequate level of investment is employed to maintain product quality and customer loyalty. This 

should be used (instead of a milk strategy) when the business and/or market prospects are not as grim. 

This should be used (instead of an invest strategy) when the industry lacks growth opportunities, and a 

strategy of increasing share would risk triggering competitive retaliation (unnecessary resource use). 

An issue with this is that if conditions change, a reluctance to investment will lose market share. 

 

 



Prioritising and trimming the brand portfolio: determining which brands are priorities, which are 

strategic and strong, others playing worthwhile roles, and those that should be removed. 

 

Why should the brand portfolio be prioritised and trimmed? 

 To ensure marginal brands are not absorbing brand-building resources and talent.  

 Correct the debilitating confusion associated with over-branding. 

 Clearly define the strategic direction and objectives of the business. 

There are four steps involved in the strategic brand 

consolidation process: 

1. Identifying the relevant brand set: may include all 

brands (units) or subsets of the business portfolio.  

 

2. Brand assessment: must be based on metrics so that the 

brands (units) can be scaled and quantitatively compared.  

- Equity: awareness; reputation; differentiation; relevance; 

loyalty.  

- Prospects: sales; market share/position; profit margin. 

- Strategic fit: extendibility; business fit. 

- Branding options: brand equity transferability; merging 

with other brands (units).  

Note: scores can be combined or averaged for ranking.  

 

3. Prioritising brands: as a) top tier (strategic power 

brands); b) second tier (smaller brands); or c) third tier 

(cash cow brands). Remaining brands need to: become 

descriptors; be eliminated; be put on notice (prior to 

elimination); be merged; or have its equity transferred. 

 

4. Develop the revised brand portfolio strategy: several brand portfolio structures should be created. 

This could include a lean structure with a single ‘master brand’, or a ‘house of brands’. It is important 

that: the main brands are leveraged; and that clarity is generated for all stakeholders.  


